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Webinar setup
• Slides available at https://bit.ly/FairUseIAP_2022  

– To access in HTML view, open link and use the keyboard 
shortcut 

• Ctrl + Alt + Shift + p (Windows or Chrome OS)  
• ⌘ + Option + Shift + p (Mac)

• Feel free to say hello and comment in the chat
• Add or upvote questions in the Q&A

https://bit.ly/FairUseIAP_2022


What is copyright?

Reproduction

Modification

Distribution

Public Performance

Public Display



What is fair use?

• 17 U.S.C. § 107

• Based on a four factor test
• Holistic analysis, rather than strict formula  

The fair use of a copyrighted work […] for purposes such as criticism, 
comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom 
use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. 



Four fair use factors

Purpose and character of your use

Nature of their work

Amount taken

Market effect of your use



Things that help

Noncommercial 

Educational

News reporting

Commentary

Scholarship and research

But really…

Is your use transformative?  

Does it “add something new, with 
a further purpose or different 

character, altering the first with 
new expression, meaning, or 

message”

Purpose and character of your use

Factor 1



Campbell v. Acuff-Rose – the 2 Live 
Crew case

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrTTUGQtz-c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65GQ70Rf_8Y


• “ 2 Live Crew juxtaposes the romantic musings of 
a man whose fantasy comes true, with degrading 
taunts, a bawdy demand for sex, and a sigh of 
relief from paternal responsibility. The later words 
can be taken as a comment on the naivete of the 
original of an earlier day, as a rejection of its 
sentiment that ignores the ugliness of street life 
and the debasement that it signifies.”

• “the more transformative the new work, the less 
will be the significance of other factors, like 
commercialism, that may weigh against a finding 
of fair use.”

Campbell v. Acuff-Rose – the 2 Live 
Crew case



Things that help

Factual

Publically available 
(published)

Is it “the heart of 
the work”

(doesn’t matter 
that much)

Factor 2
Nature of their work



Less is better

Can be the whole thing, if you have a strong 
transformative purpose

Proportionate to the transformative purpose

Factor 3

Amount taken



Will people buy your thing instead of their thing

Is there a market available where you could 
have easily gotten permission

Is there a market likely to develop

Factor 4
Market effect of your use



Weighing the factors 

• All factors are not 
equal!

• Holistic 
case-by-case 
analysis
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And… 
• Look for analogies

https://www.copyright.gov/fair-use/fair-index.html

https://www.copyright.gov/fair-use/fair-index.html


So, what does this look like?



Fair use in visual art - Blanch v. 
Koons



Blanch v. Koons



Blanch v. Koons



Blanch v. Koons

Fair use factor Court’s decision

1) Purpose of defendant’s 
use

Factor favors fair use – it’s transformative satire of fashion 
magazines

2) Nature of the original 
work

Factor doesn’t favor fair use – the original photo is 
creative, but the court discounts this given the 
transformative nature 

3) Amount taken Favors fair use – amount is reasonable in light of the 
transformative purpose

4) Market impact of the 
use

Favors fair use – no market harm resulted from this use

Overall Fair use



Rogers v. Koons



Rogers v. Koons



Rogers v. Koons



Rogers v. Koons

Fair use factor Court’s decision

1) Purpose of defendant’s 
use

Factor doesn’t favor fair use – bad faith in creation of the 
work, commercial use, no commentary on the Rogers 
photo

2) Nature of the original 
work

Factor doesn’t favor fair use – the original photo is creative

3) Amount taken Factor doesn’t favors fair use – Koons copied “the essence 
of the photograph”

4) Market impact of the 
use

Factor doesn’t favor fair use – the market for the photo 
“has been prejudiced” against Rogers

Overall Not a fair use



Warhol v. Goldsmith



Goldsmith photo Licensed 1984 Vanity Fair use – Goldsmith photo licensed 
for use as a basis for Andy Warhol screenprint illustration



Examples from the “Prince Series” subsequently created by Warhol (14 silkscreen 
images, and two pencil illustrations) 

The Andy Warhol Foundation asserts copyright in the images, and license the images 
for editorial, commercial, and museum usage



•2016, after Prince’s 
death, Vanity Fair 
contacts AWF for reprint 
of the 1984 image, 
learns of the other 
Prince Series images, 
and selects one for the 
cover of a 
commemorative issue

•Goldsmith first learns of 
the Prince Series



Is it a fair use?
1. Purpose and 
character of 
defendant’s use
2. Nature of 
copyrighted work

3. Amount of copying

4. Impact on potential 
market

Overall: 



Does the purpose of the use 
favor fair use?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=TXVsdGlwbGVDaG9pY2U%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjE5UmVXWGllTW84cktGTXp6Q3JCVE5MOTNHRFZfU2FDQ2ZmcUF3MlFIWUp3Iiwic2xpZGVJZCI6IlNMSURFU19BUEkxODA0MTA1MzU3XzAifQ%3D%3D


Why do you think this factor 
favors or disfavors fair use?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.

https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?interaction-type=T3BlblRleHQ%3D
https://www.sli.do/features-google-slides?payload=eyJwcmVzZW50YXRpb25JZCI6IjE5UmVXWGllTW84cktGTXp6Q3JCVE5MOTNHRFZfU2FDQ2ZmcUF3MlFIWUp3Iiwic2xpZGVJZCI6IlNMSURFU19BUEk2MTA3NTU5NTdfMCJ9


Is it a fair use?

1. Purpose and 
character of 
defendant’s use

π “overarching purpose and function of the two works at 
issue here is identical”
“much closer to presenting the same work in a different 
form, that form being a high-contrast screenprint, than 
they are to being works that make a transformative use 
of the original”
Commercial, but “produce an artistic value that serves 
the greater public interest”
“Customary price” of licensing should be paid

2. Nature of 
copyrighted work

π Unpublished and creative

3. Amount of 
copying

π Disagrees that Warhol removed most copyrightable 
elements of the photo, distinctive elements were copied
Sees no reason that this photo was needed

4. Impact on 
potential market

π Primary markets (celebrity photography and fine art) are 
different, but AWF ignored a customary licensing 
market for magazine illustrations and artists references 

2nd Circuit decision, March 26, 2021 π = plaintiff = disfavors fair use
Δ = defendant = favors fair use

https://www.ca2.uscourts.gov/decisions/isysquery/25cfd746-3746-4f79-83d8-a3fa65caf99b/2/doc/19-2420_complete_opn.pdf


Fair use in software 
- Oracle v. Google

Google copies:
1) Structure of 37 (out of 166) Java “Packages” 

and their components
2) Declaring Code for components of 37 Java 

packages (7000 lines of source code)
3) Implementing Code for 9 functions within 

those packages



Declaring code vs. Implementing 
code
Int Math.maxPair(x,y) { (declaring code)

if(x >= y) return x; (implementing code)
else return y;

} 

vs.
Int Math.maxPair(x,y) { 

if(y >= x) return y;
else return x;

}
Same declaring code, different implementations.

Example source:  Frank Xiao



Do you think Google’s use of 
Oracle’s code is a fair use?

Add your thoughts in the chat!
• What other information would you want to help 

decide?
 



Is it a fair use?
1. Purpose and 
character of 
defendant’s use

Δ
Transformative: allowing skills transfer 
to a new platform and smartphone 
medium

2. Nature of 
copyrighted work Δ

Declaring code rather than 
implementing code, serves an 
organizational function, more like a 
dictionary than a novel

3. Amount of copying
Δ

0.4% of total code used, although it 
was most of the declaring code.  
Amount was suited to transformative 
purpose

4. Impact on potential 
market Δ

Different markets (smartphone vs. 
desktop)

ΔOverall: 

π = plaintiff = disfavors fair use
Δ = defendant = favors fair use

Oracle v. Google, SCOTUS April 2021

https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/20pdf/18-956_d18f.pdf


Copying the whole thing - 
Author’s Guild v. Google



           

1. Purpose and 
character of 
defendant’s use

Δ “highly transformative” because 
purpose is not to read books but to 
enable book search, research, 
indexing

2. Nature of 
copyrighted work

Δ Includes all types of books, but 
majority are non-fiction.  All are 
published.

3. Amount of 
copying

π copying of whole books weighs 
“slightly against” fair use in light of 
transformative purpose

4. Impact on 
potential market

Δ Scans and snippet view do not serve 
as a market replacement for the books

Result: Δ

Google Books
π = plaintiff = disfavors fair use
Δ = defendant = favors fair use



Fox v. TVEyes

 



Fox v. TVEyes

           

1. Purpose and 
character of 
defendant’s use

Δ “Watch” function is commercial but “somewhat 
transformative” – allows viewers to choose 
when and where to watch

2. Nature of 
copyrighted 
work

0 2nd factor “plays no significant role here”

3. Amount of 
copying

π Makes almost everything available (“radically 
dissimilar” to Google Books)

4. Impact on 
potential market

π There is a “plausibly exploitable” market for 
licensed clip searching

Result: π



Turnitin

A.V. et al. v. iParadigms, LLC, 562 F.3d 630 (4th Cir. 2009)



           

1. Purpose and character 
of defendant’s use

Δ Different purpose + 
“substantial public benefit”

2. Nature of copyrighted 
work

Δ Although works are 
unpublished, no objective to 
supplant first publication

3. Amount of copying neutral

4. Impact on potential 
market

Δ No impairment of market 
value of the essays

Result: Δ

Turnitin



Academic reuses

• Writing an academic article on use of 
color in pop-cultural representations - 
would it be a fair use to include one of 
Warhol’s Prince Series?

• Share your opinion in the chat!
– Why do you think it is or is not a fair use?



Academic reuses
• You’re writing an academic paper, and an 

MIT thesis comes up in your literature 
review.  Is it fair use to include this figure 
from the thesis in your paper?

https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/37798 

• Share your 
opinion in the 
chat!

https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/37798


Academic reuses

• You’re training a machine learning 
algorithm on newspaper headlines using 
webscraped news data.  Fair use?



When have you relied on fair 
use?



Questions?

• Ask your fair use questions at 
scholarlypub@mit.edu 

mailto:scholarlypub@mit.edu


Resources
● Try our self-teaching fair use web-based quiz

● Download the template for our fair use kaleidocycle (see how it works here) and fold 

your own reference tool

● See our podcasts & videos on copyright & fair use

● See our YouTube channel with talks on fair use

● A helpful Fair Use Analysis Tool from the University of Minnesota provides a 

structure for reviewing all four fair use factors for your proposed use

● See examples of how fair use is applied to various kinds of materials and situations 

here: University of Texas’s Fair Use information

● Stanford Fair Use Center

● Read the US copyright law

● Visit the US Copyright Office fair use index, a searchable database of fair use cases

https://libraries.mit.edu/files/ospcl/fair-use-quiz/
https://libraries.mit.edu/scholarly/files/FairUseWeek-Kaleidocycle-final.pdf
https://youtu.be/bLNZoh3flyI
https://libraries.mit.edu/scholarly/about/podcasts-videos/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLRvYzZqiaI_NAHg41TFwoaj23KaxH9jTT
https://www.lib.umn.edu/copyright/fairthoughts
http://guides.lib.utexas.edu/copyright/fairuse
https://fairuse.stanford.edu/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/17
https://www.copyright.gov/fair-use/


Cariou v. Prince



Cariou v. Prince



Is it a fair use?
1. Purpose and 
character of 
defendant’s use
2. Nature of 
copyrighted work

3. Amount of copying

4. Impact on potential 
market

Overall: 



Cariou v. Prince



Is it a fair use?
1. Purpose and 
character of 
defendant’s use
2. Nature of 
copyrighted work

3. Amount of copying

4. Impact on potential 
market

Overall: 


